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XM Program Guide: Incentives

The business case for incentive-based feedback

A strong incentive will: 

 \ Inspire quicker return visits: 

 On average, customers return more than 10% faster 

when they redeem an incentive, which can lead to two 

additional visits each year.

 \ Drive additional revenue:  

Incentives requiring a minimum purchase boost 

average ticket sizes, with one client seeing increases of 

more than $1/transaction when bounce-back incentives 

are redeemed.

 \  Increase survey responses:  

Receipt invitations offering bounce-back incentives 

have 28% more locations meeting our recommended 

response volume than those collected with a 

sweepstakes offer.

 \ Improve response rates: On average, surveys with 

a bounce-back incentive take 70 seconds less than 

surveys with a sweepstakes, helping drive higher 

completion rates.

 

 

Where SMG clients have seen success: 

The right incentive can be a revenue-generator. 

By testing a variety of incentives across regions, 

an SMG client determined a higher-value free 

item with a minimum purchase led to stronger 

sales than a lower-value free item given away 

without a purchase. 

Customers buy multiple products when 

redeeming a BOGO offer. A QSR brand 

discovered when customers do return to 

redeem their incentive, they purchase 3 

additional items on average—offsetting the cost 

for operators by boosting average ticket size. 

There’s a lot that goes into a successful experience 

management program—and SMG is here to provide 

guidance each step of the way.

Top-performing incentives:

Using incentives to solicit customer feedback ensures your experience management program provides 

an accurate read on your brand’s day-to-day customer experience by garnering a representative 

sample. But with multiple options to choose from, which is the right choice for your brand? 

Based on our research across clients, this summary highlights the business benefits of a strong 

incentive, SMG’s top-performing recommendations, and incentive success stories. 

Choosing the best incentive for your  

CX management program

To learn more about our incentive best practices, reach out to your SMG team or visit smg.com/contact-us. 
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